
FLASHLIGHT 1 and 1 UL

FLASHLIGHT 2 and 2 UL

FLASHLIGHT 1 (STANDARD, UL & FL MODELS)
PITCHING INSTRUCTIONS

PACKAGE INCLUDES: Tent body with attached Rain Fly, 1 NR Joint Rear Pole, 2 Vertical Poles, Guy Cords, Stakes, 1 Pole/Stake Bag and Tent Stuff Sack.

NOTE: If you’re carrying trekking poles and want to 
drop 6oz of weight, leave the vertical poles at home. 
Simply insert the handle end of the pole into the 
awning peak and put the trekking pole tip into the 
grommet.

STEP 2: Assemble rear pole and insert in grommets. 
Attach the two H-Clips on the tent to NR Joint on pole.

STEP 1: Find an even piece of ground; be sure area 
is clear of debris. Layout your tent as shown. Stake 
the 4 corners (circled).

STEP 3: Assemble vertical poles. Insert the rounded 
end of the pole into the sleeve located under the 
awning at the peak of the tent. Insert the bottom of 
the pole into the grommet.

STEP 4: Now that the vertical pole is installed, stake 
out the front awning (circled). Repeat steps 3 & 4 on 
the other side of the tent.

STEP 5: Stake out the rear vent on tent (circled) and 
your tent should be completely set up.

Congratulations on the purchase of you new Sierra Designs Tent! In order to familiarize yourself with 
your new tent, we recommend you “test pitch” it before embarking on your wilderness adventure.

NR Joint with H-Clip 
must face down.
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USING YOUR TENT

GUYING OUT YOUR TENT: 
Your tent includes 3 guy 
points, guylines and 
stakes. It is good practice 
to always guy out your 
tent, but it is absolutely 
necessary when it’s windy. 

Tie the end of the guy line to the 
reflective guy out loop on your tent.

Use the black LINE-LOK® to adjust 
the length of the guy line.

Stake out the end of the guy line loop.

GEAR STORAGE: Your SD tent provides gear storage 
out of the doorway of the tent with access from inside 
and outside. You can choose to keep the door closed 
for more protection, or clip it back to provide greater 
ventilation/visibility.

Gear Closet panel can be clipped to 
“open” position for greater ventilation

Clip the male end of SR Buckle to female end 
on tent door for the most protection and storage.

LINELOCS®: All tent and awning stake-out points 
feature LineLocs®. Lift up on the tab to decrease 
tension. Pull on the knotted end to increase tension. 

VENTILATION/VISIBILITY: 
Because we have replaced 
the vestibule with an awning 
on both sides of the tent  
you have the ability to 
control the visibility and 
ventilation during a 
downpour. Simply zip up 
or zip down the waterproof 
panel on the door and rear 
wall of the tent for the 
coverage you desire. 

NOTE:  For greatest ventilation and visibility toggle the gear closet in place and guy out as shown.
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